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TWO BEAUTIFUL HOME BALLADS

IN A LITTLE TOWN NEAR BY
Lyric by AMY ASHMORE CLARK
Music by FLORENCE TURNER MALEY
SOLO THREE KEYS C (c to e) Eb (e to e) G (f to g) 40¢ postpaid
Duet Two Keys Eb Sopr. or Ten. and Cont. or Bari. Lead G Sopr. or Ten. Lead and Cont. or Bari. 50¢
OCTAVO Male, Female, Mixed and Unchanged Voices 15¢ each postpaid

With Tenderness
In a little house on a little street, In a little town near
by,
Where the roses climb over the garden wall And you

JUST BEEN WONDR'ING
All Day Long
By IRENE AKERLEY CANNING

SOLO, THREE KEYS, C (c to e) Eb (e to e) F (f to g) 40¢ postpaid
Duet, Two Keys, C, Alto or Bari. Lead and Sopr. or Ten. F, Sopr. or Ten. Lead and Cont. or Bass 50¢ postpaid
OCTAVO Male, Female, Mixed and Unchanged Voices 15¢ each postpaid

Slowly with much expression
Just been wonderin' all day long What I'd do if you were gone. S'pose I'd live on just the same,

a little faster
Wishing you were back again. Days would be endless, nothing right,
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Temple Bells Ring On
(A Far East Fantasy)

Dusk is gathering o'er the desert,
Homeward bound the caravan trails,
Hour of mystery approaches,
Hour of prayer and temple bells.
Temple bells afar off ringing,
Bringing thoughts of days of yore;
Temple bells so softly pealing,
Pealing silence everywhere;
Hear them ringing in the distance,
While the shades of night creep on,
Spirit of the east recalling,
Temple bells, temple bells, ring on.

Harold Alexander.
Temple Bells Ring On
(A Far East Fantasy)

Lyric by HAROLD ALEXANDER
Music by PHILIP BOUTELJE

Andante con espressione
(molto rubato)

Dusk is gathering o'er the desert,
as a chant slowly

Homeward bound the car-van trails,
Hour of mystery approaches,
Hour of prayer and temple bells...
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Andante con moto (molto espressivo)

Temple bells afar off ringing, Bringing
thoughts of days of yore; Temple bells so
softly pealing, Pealing silence everywhere;

Hear them ringing in the distance,
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While the shades of night creep on,

Maestoso

Spirit of the east recalling,

Allegro

Temple bells, temple bells, ring on.
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EVERYBODY SHOULD SING THIS BEAUTIFUL BALLAD

THAT WONDERFUL MOTHER OF MINE

THE TEXT—by CLYDE HAGER, carries a tender, fragrant message and is written in the simple language that even a child can grasp.

THE MELODY—by WALTER GOODWIN, is beautiful and just as simple; easy flowing and quickly memorized, with a real tune to give it added sweetness.

AN IDEAL SONG FOR THE HOME—SCHOOL, CONCERT, LYCEUM, VAUDEVILLE, etc.—NOT ALONE FOR MOTHER'S DAY BUT FOR EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR
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A THOUGHT SUCH AS THIS INSTILLED IN CHILDHOOD REMAINS ENSHRINED IN THE HEART FOREVER

EASY TO LEARN

PUBLISHED AS follows
Solo, Four keys, Ab, F, G, C, D, E, G, E, F, B, 400 net
Duet, Two Keys, F, C, (Melody low), C, (Melody high), 500 net
Octavo, Two Part, 150 Three Part, (S.A.B), 500 Four Part, Male, Female and Mixed, 150 net
Orchestration or Band, 500 net each
ALL PRICES ARE POST PAID
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Song Lovers the World Over Know
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If You Love a Good Ballad (Sacred or Secular)
Send for This Booklet

61 COMPLETE POEMS
Each a Gem

THE day is ending, you’re smiling, turn,
Tomorrow’s sending a struggle new; The burden’s heavy, but if you bear,
We’ll find a haven, our love to share.

Out where the sun bids the day
A good-bye,
Out where the fields meet the crimson
Of the sky,
Out where all sorrow surrenders,
Out where the blue begins,
Dreams we once knew will return dear,
And come true.
Love that is strong must abide.
Rest in a rest in the West, we’ll find rest,
West of the Great Divide.

The years we’ve waited, we’ll soon forget,
Our hearts were ached since first we met,
The trail to Loveland, soon that, we’ll find,
All care and sorrow, we’ll leave behind.

Maude Franklin and Edith Vose-Mac
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